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Itinerary for Tahiti Adventure Tour 
French Polynesia 

 
Day 1 
 Travel to Tahiti—DELTA Airlines Flight 602, Departs at 6:00 a.m. 
 Arrive at HOTEL 
  InterContinental Tahiti Resort and Spa 
  Pointe Tata’a, Faa’a  98702, French Polynesia 
 
 Afternoon Beach Time 
  Relax at the private resort beach 
 
 Dinner at Le Lotus 
 
Day 2 
 Morning Parasailing Adventure 
  From your seat 150 meters above the water’s surface you will view the beautiful blue contrasts of the 
  ocean and lagoon below which reveal an array of marine life including fish, dolphins and rays.  All of this 
  from 150 meters above the water. Moorea Parasailing, run by 2 highly trained Polynesians, boasts the 
  largest parachute boat in Polynesia.  
 
 Afternoon Botanical Gardens Tour 
  Enjoy the beauty and aroma of the many tropical flowers of Tahiti.  One of the most prolific flowers is the 
  hibiscus—known as pureu in Tahitian.  View hundreds of varieties of this tropical island symbol including 
  “Tahitian ZULU Rainbow”, “Tahitian Sun Dancer” and “Tahitian Purple Splendor”.  Included is a lively 
  program and demonstration of the many flower traditions of Tahiti by the International Hibiscus Society. 
 
 Dinner at Le Coco’s 
 
Day 3 
 Morning Golfing at Olivier Breaud 
  Enjoy 18 holes of GOLF on this par 72 PGA course built in the 1970’s on an old cotton plantation.  The 
  course is renowned internationally for the quality of its fairways and its greens as well as for the beauty 
  of its location. 
 
 Afternoon Massage and Facial 
  Deep Nature Spa on the resort grounds will be the bring the beauty of the islands all around you as you 
  experience the Tahitian Wave Massage and Cleansing Facial package.  Then relax at the tea lounge 
  and enjoy a steam bath to finish the day. 
 
 Dinner at Te Tiare 
 



Day 4 
 Morning James Norman Hall Home Tour 
  James Norman Hall was a U.S. Army pilot in France during WWI who was shot down behind German 
  lines and held prisoner.  Shortly after the war, he met Charles (CHARLIE) Nordhoff in Paris and they 
  started writing novels together.  In 1920, they both moved to Tahiti where they co-authored “Mutiny on 
  the Bounty” among other books. This museum and guided tour will give an intimate glimpse into the life 
  of Tahiti’s most famous author. 
 
 Afternoon Scuba Diving Adventure 
  PAPA WHISKEY is a little artificial islet situated on the axis of the landing strip of the airport.  The 
  collapse of part of the underwater plateau created a 70 meter long amphitheatre.  Inside, the effects of 
  the  current are much less noticeable, making it a good dive site.  This guided trip will explore the  
  Southern end of the amphitheatre with its array of soft corals and up close encounters with marine life. 
 
 Dinner at L’O a la Bouche 
  
Day 5 
 Morning Tour of Vallee de la Vanille 
  Tahitian vanilla is a treasure and brings a premium price (up to $600 per KILO).  This tour of a small  
  vanilla plantation will explain the process of growing and harvesting vanilla and why Tahitian vanilla is so 
  expensive and sought after in the United States. 
 
 Afternoon Tahitian Dance Lesson 
  Learn the Oritahiti (rapid, rhythmic dance) and the Aparima (slow, sensual dance) in this 2 hour lesson 
  with the International School of Tahitian Dance.  All costumes provided. 
 
 Dinner at Blue Banana 
 
Day 6 
 All Day  Sailing Tour of Islands 
  Enjoy a full day tour of the French Polynesian Islands aboard the “My Seanna”, the yacht used in  
  BRAVO Media’s hit show “Below Deck”.  On this 8 hour tour, you’ll be treated to top notch service and  
  dining  while enjoying the beautiful island scenery and clear aqua waters.   
 
Day 7 
 Travel home—American Airlines Flight 732, Departs 10:00 a.m. 


